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An artistic feat of the highest order, this DVD showcases seven core works from the solo percussion repertoire composed
within the last 40 years. Mathias Reumert reveals himself not only as a charismatic soloist with an out-of-this-world technical
ability on his instruments. He and director Christian Holten Bonke have succeeded in cleverly applying a different cinematic
style to each piece, essentially creating a unique crossbreed between art cinema and music drama. In some cases this is
achieved via a spectacular lighting design that creates a charged atmosphere around Mathias Reumert and his battery of
percussion instruments. In other cases the staging is of such a radical nature that the viewing experience transcends the
realm of music altogether.
Overwhelmingly exuberant is the opening number, Frenchman Pierre Jodlowski’s ‘Time & Money’, in which video art,
physical theatre, and montage, as well as electronic and acoustic sounds, fuse into a modern era Gesamtkunstwerk that
both portrays the hectic pace of the world of finance and reaches out to the farthest spheres, which in turn also appear to be
governed by the laws of cool cash and armies of digits. And with Mathias Reumert in the dual role as both precision-driven
orchestrator and desperately writhing victim of the dictatorship of money, the identification is spot on. Here is both social
criticism in the tradition of Charlie Chaplin as well as avant-garde art.
Counterpoint to Jodlowski’s multimedia tour de force is Vinko Globokars ‘? Corporel’, in which a bare-chested Mathias
Reumert, seated in lotus position, uses his own body as the sole instrument. The tightly composed sequence set in simple
black and white results in cut-to-the-bone Totaltheater with a multitude of sounds: from palms slapping cheeks and upper
body, to knuckles hammering on the skull, to the sound of jaws being slammed together and pre-linguistic voice sounds. And
ending in a stylized harakiri, the ecstatic finale is most persuasively rendered as the ultimate collapse.
Physical presence is one of the most striking qualities in music for percussion, but also here Reumert and Bonke broaden
the palette with a simple trick. In Brian Ferneyhough’s ‘Bone Alphabet’, a tour de force in rhythmic complexity, all light has
been switched off—with the exception of the mallet heads, which glow as luminescent dots of green, red, blue, and purple.
The result is spellbinding. The flickering mallets are now transformed, via psychedelic patterns in color, into an abstract ballet
in which the percussionist’s continual subdivision of time turns into space.

